
Review
• Excited-state calculations follow hierarchy 

of methods starting from CIS
• Excited states are described by some type 

of linear expansion of excited 
configurations from ground-state 
wavefunction

• Diagonalization of a model Hamiltonian  is 
performed to find expansion coefficients



Methods for large molecules
W.F.
1. CIS (RPA): N5, singles only. Diagonaize H in the basis of singly 
excited det-s.

2. CIS(D): N5, CIS + perturbative account of doubles. SOS-CIS(D) 
+ RI: N4, very fast!

DFT:
TD-DFT: N4. Just like CIS, only that Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is 
used. 
Recommended reading: Dreuw, Head-Gordon; Chem. Rev. 105 
4009 (2005) 
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CIS and TDDFT
1. Very inexpensive, give good quality zero-order wfns. 
2. CIS(D) and SOS-CIS(D): good accuracy in many cases, can 
be used for very large molecules (similar to CC2).
3. TDDFT: Remarkable improvement over CIS (for valence 
states, typical errors are 0.2 eV).
4. TDDFT: Different meaning of amplitudes (we do not have w.f., 
we have change in density).
5. Failures of DFT: Rydberg states, charge-transfer states. Also, 
artificial states often appear.
6. CIS and TDDFT: No doubly-excited states; problems with 
bond-breaking and conical intersections.



Excited states properties
Formaldehyde

Exercise:  Formaldehyde, CIS/6-31+G*
Triplet state absorption (i.e., transient absorption spectra)

1. Compute excited state properties of low-lying triplets using CIS.
2. Compute triplet (T1) absorption using CIS.

Use 
               STS_MOM = TRUE    (enter this manually )
               CIS_N_ROOTS  =  6
               CIS_TRIPLETS  =  1
               CIS_SINGLETS = 0
   



Formaldehyde: triplet 
absorption

State Eex (Tx-S0) Eex(T1-Tx ) T1-Tx  fl

T1 3.84 -

T2 4.97 1.13 0

T3 8.53 4.69 0.04

T4 8.64 4.80 0

T5 9.22 5.38 0.003

T6 9.61 5.77 0



Excited-state properties

Ground-State Dipole Moment (Debye)
         X       2.9704      Y       0.0000      Z     0.0000
        Tot      2.9704 (Debye)

Dipole moment in au!

Permanent dipole moments of excited states

Dipole moment in au!



Exercise:  TDDFT
1. Take uracil (use structure from ‘Molecules’).

2. Compute 2 lowest TDDFT singlet excited states (METHOD=TDDFT) using 
6-31+G* basis. Use wB97XD functional (Exchange=wB97X-D). Use TDA, not RPA 
(default).

3. Assign states symmetries and characters (need to look at MOs).

4. Optimize geometry of the lowest state using TD-DFT (need to use 
CIS_STATE_DERIV=1 to tell which state to optimize). Compute adiabatic excitation 
energy (as difference of S0 and S1 total energies at two geometries). Compare 
vertical and adiabatic energies.
To setup: choose  ‘Calculation=Geometry’ and ‘Method=wB97XD’, then manually 
enter:
CIS_N_ROOTS = 1
CIS_SINGLETS=1
CIS_TRIPLETS=0
CIS_STATE_DERIV = 1

 



TD-DFT calculations

State  Charater Eex   /f_l 
(vertical)

Eex 
(adiabatic)

S1 D28-V1 4.92 (0) 4.32

S2 D29-V1 5.57 (0.2)

D28 (HOMO-1): Lone pair (O) D29 (HOMO): pi V1 (LUMO): pi*

At S0 geometry (1st opt point):
E(S0)=-414.691260
E(S1)=414.510370 (Eex=4.92 eV)
At optimized geometry: 
E(S1)= -414.532237
Relaxation: 0.595 eV
Ead=4.92-0.60=4.32 eV



Tryptophan excited states: 
SIE in TDDFT

B3LYP: 4.91eV
            -0.03 e

4.99eV
0.06e

5.19eV
0.37e

5.38eV
0.46e

5.82eV
-0.79e

ωB97X: 5.30eV
            0 e

5.47eV
0 e

5.52eV
-0.02e

6.89eV
-0.01e

7.14eV
-0.01e

La Lb

LaLb



EOM-CC methods
“Equation-of-motion coupled-cluster

methods for electronically excited
and open-shell species:

The Hitchhikers guide to Fock space”

Krylov, Ann. Rev. Phys. Chem. 59, 433 2008

DON’T PANIC

See webinar from Q-Chem website



EOM-CC theory

T: satisfies CCSD equations for the reference

  Specific EOM-CC model: 
           -choice of excitation level in T & R; 
           -choice of the reference and type of R.V. THE ANALYSIS OF THE „E+A+B…‹E PROBLEM IN

CYCLIC N3
+

The electronic Hamiltonian H=Te+U!r ,Q" can be ex-
panded as Taylor series with respect to small nuclear dis-
placements Q! from a reference high symmetry configura-
tion !Q!=0",

H = H0 + #
!

!H

!Q!
Q! + #

!,"

!2H

!Q!!Q"
Q!Q" + ¼ = H0 + V .

!3"

We truncate this expansion at linear terms and start by
solving the Schrödinger equation for Hamiltonian H0. The
perturbation V thus includes linear vibronic coupling terms
#!!!H /!Q!"Q!.1,2

Instead of taking eigenfunctions of H0 as a basis set for
a subsequent perturbative treatment, we choose to employ a
diabatic basis of HUMO→LUMO CSFs !see Fig. 2". These
CSFs are close to adiabatic states for C2v distorted geom-
etries, whereas at D3h !Q!=0" the corresponding adiabatic
states !i.e., eigenstates of H0" are the linear combinations of
CSFs, as given by Eq. !1".

We employ normal coordinates: bending Qb, asymmetric
stretch Qas and symmetric stretch Qss, which are of a1, b2,
and a1 symmetry !in C2v", respectively. We will consider Qb
and Qas, which constitute the e! degenerate vibration. The
third normal coordinate Qss describes breathing motion,
which does not lift the degeneracy between MOs and CSFs.
This mode will be discussed in the end of the section.

The matrix elements Vij of the vibronic coupling term
are

Vij = $#i%#
!

!H

!Q!
Q!%# j& = #

!

$#i%
!U

!Q!
%# j&Q!

= #
!

Fij
Q!Q!, !4"

where '#k( are the diabatic '!$"A2 , !%"A2 , !&"B1 , !'"B1( ba-
sis functions.

Selection rules for Fij
Q!,41 derivative or linear vibronic

coupling constant, are readily derived from the group theory
considerations. Vij is nonzero only if ($i% ! (Q!

! ($%j& includes
totally symmetric irrep A1, where ($i%, (%j&, and (Q!

are the
irreps of the #i, # j diabats and the Q! normal mode, respec-
tively. Thus, the linear vibronic coupling is nonzero between
the states of the same symmetry only along the bending nor-
mal coordinate, e.g., ($B1% ! (Qb!a1" ! ($%B1&!A1. For the states
of different symmetry, i.e., A2 and B1, it is nonzero only
along the asymmetric stretch: ($A2% ! (Qas!b2" ! ($%B1&!A1.
Thus, the vibronic coupling matrix elements Vij are

$#i
A2%V%# j

A2& = Fij
QbQb,

$#i
B1%V%# j

B1& = Fij
QbQb, !5"

$#i
B1%V%# j

A2& = Fij
QasQas.

The H0 off-diagonal matrix elements are nonzero only
between the states of the same symmetry,

FIG. 6. !Color" PESs of the ground !X" and the first eight excited states of
cyclic N3

+. Coordinates are as in Fig. 5. Three out of four states in each
multiplicity are almost degenerate at D3h geometry, two being exactly
degenerate.

FIG. 7. EOM-CCSD/6-311G* potential energy surface
scans along symmetric stretch normal coordiante for the
lowest A2 and B1 excited states. Singlets are shown on
the left plot, triplets—on the right. Solid line shows two
exactly degenerate states the !$−%"A2 and !&+'"B1,
i.e., the seam of the intersection. Circles and squares
correspond to the nondegenerate !$+%"A2 and !&
−'"B1 states, respectively. Big circles on the right plot
show two tree-state PES intersections. RNN is a bond
length of equilateral triangle, vertical dashed line points
at the cyclic N3

+ ground state equilibrium geometry.
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EOM: Choice of R and Φ0

EOM-IP:       Ψ(N) =R(-1)Ψ0(N+1)

Ψ0 Ψi Ψij
a

EOM-EE:         Ψ(Ms=0) =R(Ms=0)Ψ0(Ms=0)

Ψ0 Ψi
a Ψij

ab

EOM-EA:       Ψ(N) =R(+1)Ψ0(N-1)

Ψ0 Ψa Ψi
ab

Ψ0
Ψi
a

EOM-SF:       Ψ(Ms=0)=R(Ms=-1)Ψ0(Ms=1)



How to set up EOM-CCSD 
calculations

• Decide which EOM model you need and set your reference 
state appropriately (charge and mutiplicity in $molecule). 

• Specify type and number of target states:
• EE_STATES, IP_STATES, EA_STATES, SF_STATES
• Mind the symmetry!
• If properties/gradients required: specify which EOM state you 

need properties for (or between which EOM states you want to 
compute transition properties).  

• Performance-related keywords: CC_MEMORY, 
FROZEN_CORE, FNO, use RI (AUX_BASIS) or CD 
(CD_THRESH), CC_BACKEND (VM, CTF, XM). 



EOM-CC for excited states
• EOM-EE-CCSD:         Ψ(Ms=0) =R(Ms=0)Ψ0(Ms=0)
• Accuracy: 0.1-0.3 eV, relative state ordering usually better.
• no assumptions about the nature of states (no active space,  

etc).
•  multistate method: easy!
• balanced description of states of different nature, e.g., 
• valence vs Rydberg, etc.
• correctly reproduces exact degeneracies,  crucial for 
• Jahn-Teller systems. 
• size-intensive, can study systematic trends.



Some EOM-EE applications
•  Rydberg-valence interactions in 

radicals, homologues series;
•  Jahn-Teller systems: N3+, CO3, triazine,

(Cs-Tz)+, benzene dimer;
•  Excited states in GFP. 


